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TRANSACTIONS OF THE 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
Volume 348, Number 10. October 1996 
ON THE HOMOLOGY SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR 
TOPOLOGICAL HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY 
THOMAS J. HUNTER 
ABSTRACT. Marcel B6kstedt has computed the homotopy type of the topolog- 
ical Hochschild homology of Z/p using his definition of topological Hochschild 
homology for a functor with smash product. Here we show that easy concep- 
tual proofs of his main technical result of are possible in the context of the 
homotopy theory of S-algebras as introduced by Elmendorf, Kriz, Mandell and 
May. We give algebraic arguments based on naturality properties of the topo- 
logical Hochschild homology spectral sequence. In the process we demonstrate 
the utility of the unstable "lower" notation for the Dyer-Lashof algebra. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to provide a first tool for calculating the homology of 
the topological Hochschild homology, thh(R), of a commutative S-algebra spectrum 
R. The interest in this calculation lies in the close relation between topological 
Hochschild homology and algebraic K-theory. Throughout this paper, unless we 
mention otherwise, p is an odd prime. 
Our main theorem states that in the spectral sequence calculating the mod p 
homology of thh(R) the first canonically possible differential is a certain primary 
operation. Here, H-Z/p is a cell S-algebra (in the sense of [5, VII]) representing 
reduced homology modulo p, and R represents any q-cofibrant S-algebra. We will 
now state this theorem and give a brief proof. The rest of the paper will be devoted 
to providing the necessary definitions and proofs of statements made during this 
proof. 
The properties of the Hochschild homology spectral sequence which we shall 
use are enumerated in Theorem 8. In Section 7 we state how these properties are 
contained in [5]. 
Theorem 1. Let R be a q-cofibrant S-algebra. Suppose x E (HZ/p)nR with n odd 
and positive. Then in the spectral sequence 
HH* ((HZ/p) *R) X:- (HZ/p) * thh(R) 
Ypk [X] lives to EP- 1 and 
dP1 (Ypk [X]) = [C3Q 2X]Ypk_p[X] 
for some nonzero c E Z/p. 
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Here HH* denotes Hochschild homology, the square brackets are standard bar 
construction notation, 
-yp [x] denotes the pk-th divided power of [x], the Qi are 
Steinberger's Dyer-Lashof operations, and the spectral sequence referred to is given 
by [5, IX.2.8]. Marcel Bokstedt obtained this result for R a commutative functor 
with smash products in [1]. 
Remark 2. In Section 6 we show that the theorem also holds for odd negative n 
given one further assumption about the Hochschild homology spectral sequence. 
Remark 3. In particular HZ/p is a q-cofibrant S-algebra and given any S-algebra 
A there is a weak equivalence AA -* A of S-algebras with AA q-cofibrant. See [5, 
VII] for details. 
Once one accepts the properties of the category of spectra our proof of this more 
general result is also technically simpler. In fact, the proof consists of observing the 
necessary naturality, identifying a universal example, and making the calculation 
for the universal example. 
Proof. As constructed in [5], HZ/p As R is weakly equivalent to the usual smash 
product. Hence, we may represent x by a map Sfl (HZ/p) As R. (HZ/p) As (-) 
is also the left adjoint to the forgetful functor from HZ/p algebras to S-algebras, 
so we can extend this to a map of HZ/p-algebras (that is to say S-algebras under 
HZ/p) 
HZ/p - HZ/p 
1 1 
(HZ/p) As C(ESOSn) f (HZ/p) As R 
by adjointness. Here C is the left adjoint constructed in [5, II.4.1]. By the results 
of Section 2, (HZ/p)*f is a map of algebras over the Dyer-Lashof algebra which 
takes tn to x and by the properties listed in Section 3 f induces a map of spectral 
sequences. In Sections 4 and 5 the formula for dP-1 is proved for (HZ/p) As 
CZ, (Sn). The theorem follows. n 
Acknowledgment. I would like to thank Jim McClure for introducing thh to me, 
Frank Peterson for introducing the Adem relations to me, and everyone involved 
with this project for their patience. 
2. NATURALITY OF THE DYER-LASHOF OPERATIONS 
We now remark that the Dyer-Lashof operations are natural transformations 
with the appropriate domain. Dyer-Lashof operations are defined in the homology 
of Ho-spectra in [2]. Since S-algebras are Eoz spectra by [5, II.4.6] and Eoo spectra 
are automatically Hoz spectra by neglect of structure, these operations are also 
defined in the homology of S-algebras. The following result is a restatement of 
part of McClure's Lemma [2, IX.1.3] as it applies to his definition (in [2, IX.1]) of 
Dyer-Lashof operations in the homology of Ho, ring spectra. Let C be the full sub- 
category of Ho, spectra under HZ/p generated by objects of the form (HZ/p) A X 
for X an Hoz spectrum. 
Lemma 4 (McClure). The Dyer-Lashof operations are natural operations 7ri -> F 
of functors from C to the category of Abelian groups. 
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We note here that with almost no extra effort, the restriction to a full sub- 
category in McClure's definition may be dropped yielding a definition which is 
both simpler and more general. In the following lemma and discussion, we freely 
use the notation of [2, IX.1]. 
Lemma 5. Fix a given H,, spectrum, E. Given any e E Em(DpS7), there is a 
natural transformation Qe: 1rn - 7rm of functors from the category of Ho<) spectra 
under E to the category of Abelian groups. The restriction of these operatzons to 
the full sub-category C of objects of the form E A X gives McClure's operations. 
Proof. If e is represented by g: Sm -* E A DpSn and x E 7rnA is represented by 
f: Sn -? A, we define Qex to be represented by the following composite. 
Sm 9 E A D Sn pf D E A -AEA) E AA -%A 
Naturality is immediate, and agreement with McClure's definition when A = EAX 
follows from the commutativity of the following diagram which is a consequence of 
the definitions in [2, I]. 
sm E A~ DpnEADOf EA~ 
~~m ~ FADES - ~ FA Dp(FAX) - 
E 
A(FAX) 
Sm 9> E D S EADf 3E A Dp(E A DX) EA'A" E A (E A X) 
EAEADpX -* EAEAX 
1 y~~~~tAX EAEA 
E A DpX - ) E AX 
Here the composite of the upper row with the right hand column is our definition 
and the composite of the left hand and bottom maps give McClure's. L 
Remark 6. Since any HZ/p-algebra is an Hoo spectrum under HZ/p by neglect 
of structure, the Dyer-Lashof operations are also natural transformations of the 
functors 7rr from HZ/p-algebras to Abelian groups. 
3. HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY 
In this section we recall the definition of Hochschild homology and state those 
properties of topological Hochschild homology which we shall use in our arguments. 
Suppose that C is a symmetric monoidal category with product A: C x C -+ C 
and unit U E obj C. Write Ak for the k-fold product A A ... A A and AO for U. We 
will often abuse notation by omitting mention of the natural isomorphisms making 
A associative and unital. 
Definition 7. Let A be a monoid in (C, A) with structure maps ,u: A A A -+ A 
and e: U -* A. Let M be a left and right (unital) A module with structure maps 
ALL A A M -4 M and AR M A A -* M. We define the cyclic bar construction 
CB. (A; M) to be the simplicial object with k-simplices CBk (A; M) = M A Ak, face 
maps di: CBk(A; M) -* CBkh1(A; M), and degeneracy maps si: CBk(A; M) 
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CBk+1 (A; M) defined by the following equations in which we have repeatedly sup- 
pressed mention of the identity maps for A and M. 
do= uR: (M A A) AAk MA Ak-1, 
di= :MAAi-lA(AAA)AAk-i-l MAAk-i (O<i<k) 
dk = TolL oT: MAAki AA Ak-i A (AAM)- Ak- AM -2")MAAki, 
si =E: MAAiAAk-i -MAAAAAAk-i (O< i <k). 
When C is the category of graded modules over a ring k, CB. is a simplicial 
graded vector space and we recover the usual Hochschild homology HH* (A; M)= 
7r* (CB. (A; M)). When M = A we omit it in this and similar notation, so, for 
example HH* (A) = HH* (A; A). When C is the category of S-modules (or HZ/p- 
modules) CB. (A; M) is the simplicial S-module (or HZ/p-module) underlying the 
definition of thh (or thhHZ/P) given in [5, IX.2.1]. 
We now list the properties of thh which we will use to obtain our results. 
The proofs all are in or follow fairly quickly from [5] and are given in Section 
7. Write -** for the category with two objects and one non-identity map be- 
tween them and write A6 for the category of functors from B to A. Write ? for 
the category of S-algebras constructed in [5] and &Hz/p for the comma category 
of maps HZ/p -- B. In other words, &Hz/p is the category of HZ/p-algebras. 
Recall that for any space X equivalent to a CW-complex we have an equivalence 
C+(E3?X) - ED?(QX+). Whenever Y is a based space, we will write HZ/p*Y as 
an abbreviation for HZ/p*E??Y. 
Theorem 8 (Elmendorf, Kriz, Mandell and May). For each object HZ/p -+ A 
B in ?--p, there is a spectrum thhHZ/P(A; B) and a spectral sequence converging 
to 7r* thhHZ/P (A; B) with the following properties. We will call the spectral sequence 
the mod p Hochschild homology spectral sequence and we will call thhHZ/P (A; B) the 
mod p topological Hochschild homology of A with coefficients in B. 
(1) thhHZ/P and the mod p Hochschild homology spectral sequence are functors 
with domain the category ?wip. 
(2) When A -* B is a map in ? and A and B are q-cofibrant HZ/p-algebras, the 
mod p Hochschild homology spectral sequence for HZ/p As A - HZ/p As B 
has E 2 = HH* (HZ/p*A; HZ/p*B). 
(3) If 
HZ/p - HZ/p 
1 f 
1 1 
D1 9-- D2 
is a map in with f and g weak equivalences and with Cl, D1, C2 and 
D2 all q-cofibrant HZ/p-algebras, then the map induced on E2 terms in the 
mod p Hochschild homology spectral sequence is an isomorphism and therefore 
thhHZ/P (f; g) is also a weak equivalence. 
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(4) The mod p Hochschild homology spectral sequence is a spectral sequence of 
algebras. 
(5) Write E*r for the mod p Hochschild homology spectral sequence for the identity 
map on HZ/p As CE2S' so we have 
E 2 = HH* (HZ/p* CSE?S'; HZ/p*CEoST) =. 
lr* thhHZ/P (HZ/p As CE,Ssn; HZ/p As CEYSn). 
Let 'Er** be the usual bar construction spectral sequence with 
E = TorH/P QS+ (Z/p, Z/p) =z HZ/p*QSf+l . 
Then there is an isomorphism of spectral sequences 
Er**N HZ/p*QSn gz,/p /E*r* 
4. A CONVENIENT FORMULA FOR HZ/p*CX 
A formula for HZ/p*CX where X is a unital spectrum and C is Steinberger's 
construction [7] is given in IX.2.1 of [2]. This formula provides the necessary input 
to our spectral sequences because [5] shows that C(X V SO) is weakly equivalent to 
CX. In this section we recall this formulae and introduce some notation making it 
easier to manipulate. 
We will use "lower index" notation for the Dyer-Lashof algebra in order to deal 
conveniently with excess and admissibility conditions. Up to a multiplicative con- 
stant this is a reindexing of the same lower notation as in [2] and in the unstable 
case in [4] and [9]. Rather than stabilizing the unstable formulae from the earlier 
references we will base all our definitions and formulae on [2]. 
Definition 9. Let p be an odd prime and x E HZ/p*E with E an E,, spectrum. 
For any j E Z define 
Qjx Q(Ixl+j)/2X when (Ixl + j)/2 is an integer, 
2 Qjx = 0 otherwise. 
The following observations are immediate from this definition and the properties 
listed in Theorem [2, III.1.1.7]. lQjxl = plxl + (p - I)j _ lxi (mod 2) SO QjQk = 0 
unless j -k (mod 2) and QjfQk = 0 unless j k + 1 (mod 2). Furthermore, 
QjQkx is admissible for x of any degree if and only if j < k and Qj3QkX iS 
admissible if and only if j < k - 1. Qox = xP and Qjx = 0 if j < 0. (Note, of 
course, that the Qj may lower degree.) 
When p is odd statements (3) and (4) of Theorem [2, III.1.1.7] imply the following 
statement about the instability of the action of the Dyer-Lashof algebra on the 
homology of Hoo spectra. 
Q'x = 0 if 2(pil-El)-IQ'l < lxi 
where Q1 = 13E1 Qil ,62 Qi2 ... 3' Qin. Letting QI = /3"' Qii Q" we may rewrite 
this as the unstable condition: Q'Q" x = 0 if 2i1 < IQI"xl and 3Qt1Q1'x = 0 
if Qi1Q"x = (Q" x)P. Hence if Qjx = Qijl3 2Qi2 ... /3EnQin Xthen QIx may be 
nonzero only if i1 > 0 and 3QIx may be nonzero only if i1 > 0. (The reader 
may easily check that the same is true when p = 2 if we define QjX = QllXjx. 
Similarly, simpler versions of all our results involving the Dyer-Lashof algebra hold 
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when p = 2 but we will not mention them further since our application is for odd 
P.) 
We are now ready to restate Theorem IX.2.1 of [2]. Let X be a unital spectrum 
in which the unit r7 : 'SOS -? X is an essential map of spectra. Let v be a 
generator of the image of HZ/p*ri. Choose A C HZ//pX so that A U {v} is a 
basis for HZ/p*X. Let CA be the free commutative algebra generated by the set 
{QIx I x E A} where the sequence I = (eii,..l.e,in) is subject to the following 
conditions: 
n > O, - O 
O < il < i2? < . < in) 
i E {O, 1}, 
i( = it+, (mod 2) if Et+, = 0, 
it+ 1 (mod 2) if Et+, = 1, 
in=-lx (mod 2). 
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, when we write QIx we will assume that the 
above conditions hold. Write JI = Ei and al = i1 unless n = 0 in which case 
aI = oo. As in [2] the Eoo structure of CX and the standard inclusion X -* CX 
give a map A: CA -> HZ/p*CX. The following theorem is Theorem IX.2.1 of [2]. 
Theorem 10 (McClure). A is an isomorphism. 
5. A COUNTING ARGUMENT FOR EQS+ FOR n > 0 
As noted in Assumptions 8, the mod p Hochschild homology spectral sequence 
for iY'QSn ( CY9?'Sn is just the tensor product of the constant spectral sequence 
HZ/p*QS+ with the usual bar construction spectral sequence 
ToHZ/p_QSn (Z/p, Z/p) =:> HZ/p* QSn+1 
In this section we give a simple counting argument to find the "first" differential in 
this spectral sequence. All our other results will follow from this one by naturality 
arguments. 
Proposition 11. Let n be a positive odd integer and let t c HZ/p*QS+ be the 
fundamental class. In the bar construction spectral sequence 
TorH2P Q+ (Z/pJ Z/p) =:> Hzlp* QS~++ 
the element [tI ... It] = -yp[l] lives to EP-1 and dP-1-yp[t] = c[3Q1t] for some nonzero 
constant c. Furthermore E2 = EP-1, EP = E? and dP-1 is given on the algebra 
generators of EP-1 by the formula dP-l-pk[Qit] = c[,QQIlt]pkp[QIt] for any 
odd dimensional Qit satisfying the conditions (1). 
Remark 12. A chain level argument using [6] giving this result and showing that 
c can be taken to be 1 is indicated on page 25 of [4]. Here we show that a much 
simpler argument may be given in the special case we are interested in and obtain 
the more general formula (and its extension to THH of spectra) by naturality 
arguments. 
Proof. We will use the facts that this spectral sequence is a spectral sequence of 
Hopf algebras over the Dyer-Lashof algebra and that we know both the E2 term 
and the object to which the spectral sequence converges. 
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Write P(S) for the polynomial algebra generated by the set S, E(S) for the exte- 
rior algebra generated by S, F(S) for the divided polynomial algebra generated by 
S, and T(S) for the polynomial algebra uniformly truncated at height p generated 
by S. Note that IQixi -I + lxi _R + 1 (mod 2). 
Using the formula from Section 4 and the fact that n is odd we get the following 
formulae in which all congruences are modulo 2. 
(HZ/p)* QS+ = P(QItn I J -1) 0 E(QItn I 0EI _), 
(2) (HZ/p)*Q +l = P(QItn+1 | =I_ 0) 0 E(Qitn+1 I cI = 1), 
Tor(H /P)*QS+(Z/p,7Z/p) = E([Qitn] I fI 1) ?F]([QItnl I EI 0). 
Here we are continuing to use the assumption that the conditions (1) hold. We will 
use these formulae to see where the Hilbert series for the E2 term and the E? term 
first differ. First, we factor the Hilbert series of each of the terms on the right hand 
side of equation (2). We factor the exterior term by distinguishing generators by 
whether or not aI = 1. 
h (E([QItn1 JJ =_ 1)) = h (E([QItln I sI_ 1, aI > 1)) 
* h (E([/QlQIQtn1 I cI = 0, aI > 0)) 
We factor the divided power term by using h(F(a)) = h(T(a))h(I(Qyp(a))) and 
distinguishing truncated polynomial generators by the number of l's in I. 
h (F([QItn1 I cI 0 O)) = h (T([(Ql)iQItn1 I cI 0, aI > 1, i > 0)) 
h (r(yp [QItnl I I _ Oi a,I > 0)) 
From the equality of total degrees I[Qitnll = lQi-ln+ll we deduce j[QItn1j = 
IQI_ltn+ll when I = (Ec,il,... En,in) and I - 1 = ('E,il - 1,... ,En,in - 1). 
Furthermore, if yI 
--Ixl + 1 (mod 2) then QI-iy satisfies the conditions (1) if and 
only if Qjx satisfies (1) and aI > 1. These observations allow us to identify some 
of the factors as follows. 
h (E([QInln I I = 1, aI > 1)) = h(E(QItn+l1 cI _ 1)) 
h(T([(Ql)iQItnl I sI=O,ai > I,i > 0)) 
=fJh (T ((QIn+l)Pi |cI = 0,aI > O)) 
i>O 
= h(P(QItn+1 I 0, ai > 0)) 
Substituting, we get 
h (Tor( H/)Q+ (Z,/p, Z/p)) =h ((HZ/p) Q++1 
*h (E([3QlQItn1 II O, aI> 0)) 
*h (IF(-p [QI 0nl I e-o, aI > 0)) 
In particular, the smallest degree in which h (Tor(H /P)QS+ (Z/p, Z/p)) differs 
from h ((HZ/p)*QSn+l) is I[!3QltnlI = p(n + 1) - 1. We deduce there are ro, sO, 
and to such that so + to = p(n + 1), dro is nonzero, and dt = for any (r, s, t) 
with r > 1 and s + t < p(n + 1). Since E*** is a homology spectral sequence of 
algebras, drot annihilates decomposables and so > 1. Examination of formula 
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(2) shows that the indecomposables of filtration greater than 1 in total degree 
p(n + 1) are a rank one vector space generated by -yp[ta]. Since there must be a 
differential in this degree, 
-y1p[t,] must support it. Since E*X* is a spectral sequence 
of coalgebras, d'O, -yp[tl] must be primitive. [i3Q,t l] spans the primitives with 
total degree p(n + 1) - 1 so it must be in the image of d'O,to. The formula for 
dP- 1yp[tl] follows. By naturality the formula for dP-1yp[x] follows for any x with 
positive odd degree. The rest of the proposition follows as in [11, 6.10] because the 
spectral sequence is a spectral sequence of Hopf algebras. El 
By the splitting result in Theorem 8 the formula also holds in the mod p 
Hochschild homology spectral sequence for CE'STh for positive n. This finishes 
the proofs of the statements used in the proof of Theorem 1 given in Section 1. In 
fact, we have demonstrated the following more general fact. 
Theorem 13. Let A be an object in &HZ/p Suppose x E 7r,A with n odd and 
positive. Then in the spectral sequence 
HH* (r*A) X, 7r* thhHZ/P (A) 
-Ypk [X] lives to EP1 and 
dp1 (Ypk [X]) = [C3Q 2 XVYpkp[X1 
for some nonzero c E Z/p. 
6. NEGATIVE DIMENSIONS 
More care must be taken when n is not positive. In general there is no canonically 
defined coproduct even in the universal examples-and there may be no bottom 
dimensional elements. For example the elements (Q-n)itn with i > 0 provide 
infinitely many elements of degree n in QHZ/p*CSn when n is not positive, so the 
rank of the module of indecomposables of the same bidegree as apn[lt] is certainly 
not one. In this section we note that if there is an appropriate internal action of the 
Dyer-Lashof algebra on the mod p Hochschild homology spectral sequence, we can 
use the Adem relations and this action of the Dyer-Lashof algebra to avoid these 
difficulties. 
In [8] Ligaard and Madsen provide an internal action of the Dyer-Lashof algebra 
in the mod 2 homology bar construction spectral sequence for the homology of the 
de-looping of an infinite loop space. It is reasonable to hope that similar techniques 
provide a vertical action in the mod p Hochschild homology spectral sequence. 
Assumption 14. The columns E r in the mod p Hochschild homology spectral 
sequence are modules over the Dyer-Lashof algebra. The differentials respect this 
module structure. The action is determined by the Cartan formula on the cyclic 
bar construction: 
Q' [xiI .. . x] = E [Qil'x1 . .. Qis X8]. 
il+-'.+is=i 
We record the result of applying this Cartan formula to the divided power gener- 
ators in the mod p Hochschild homology spectral sequence in the following corollary. 
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Corollary 15. Let x E A be an odd dimensional element in a graded algebra A on 
which the Dyer-Lashof algebra acts. Then in CB* (A; A) we have 
Q>xYs] = S [Qilxl ... IQisx] Ys1 [QjlX] ...yst[Qjtx]X 
il+---+i,=i sljj+J+ +Stjt=j 
S1+"*+St=S jli< ..<it 
i terms 
ly8s[x]= 5 (-1)i[xI ... Ix- lIxxI ... *Ix] = PX]ysi-[X]. 
O<i<s 
Proof. This is a straightforward application of the Cartan formula. 
When using lower index notation in the spectral sequence, we will use total degree 
IxI?1?i IxI?1?i to calculate the indices. Thus, for example, Qj [x] = Q 2 [x] = [Q 2 x]= 
[Qj+lx]. Despite this shift in dimension inherent in the lower index notation, we 
will often find it convenient because the formulae for the differentials are simpler 
in this notation. 
The following lemma will enable us to extend our theorem to classes in negative 
dimensions. 
Lemma 16. If x is a nonzero element in HH. (HZ/p. CS') with x $4 1 and N is 
an integer there is i > N with Qix $4 0. 
Note that since HH* (HZ/p.CSS) = H7Z/p.CS' 0 Tor HZ/P.CS (Z/p, /p) it 
suffices to prove the theorem for x 74 0, 1 in TorH Z/p.CSn Tor,t (Z/p, Z/p). 
Before we prove this lemma we will show how it implies Theorem 13 when n is 
negative. 
Proposition 17. Let A be an object in SHZ/p. Suppose x E 7r,A with n odd. If 
there are vertical operations as asserted in Assumption 14 in the spectral sequence 
HH* (i7r* A) =X 7r* thhHZ/P (A) 
then -pk [X] lives to EP-1 and 
dp (7pk [X] ) = [C3Q 2 X]-ypk_p[X] 
for some nonzero c E Z/p. 
Proof. By our naturality arguments, it suffices to prove the theorem for x = nE 
HZ/pnCSn. We will proceed by induction on k. First consider the case k = 1. 
If yp[tn] did not live to EP-1 then for some j with 2 < j < p - 1 we would have 
di-yp[tn] $ 0. By Corollary 15 and Theorem 13 Q"dJyp[tn] = dJyp[Q'/Ptn] = 0 
whenever IQ'/Ptnl > 0. This contradicts Lemma 16 SO yp[tn] does live to EP-1. 
Now let dP-1yp[tn] - [fQl1n] = u and suppose that u $4 0. Applying the Cartan 
formula we get Q'dP-1yp[tn] = dP-1yp[Q/Ptbn] Applying the Adem relations (See 
below for a convenient form.) we get Qi[/3Qltn] = [lQ1 Q'/Ptn]. Hence Theorem 
13 implies Q'u = 0 for all large enough i, which again contradicts Lemma 16. 
When k > 1 the proof is essentially the same, but the applications of Corollary 15 
are more complicated. If 2 < j < p - 1 Corollary 15 and the inductive hypothesis 
give Qidjypk [tn] = djypk [Qi/pk tn]. Therefore, in order to avoid a contradiction 
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between Theorem 13 and Lemma 16, -pk [ta] must live to EP-1. Similarly, Corollary 
15 and the inductive hypothesis also give 
Qi (dP 1 apk [t] - [/3QlL ] ypk _p [Ll] ) 
= dP-'~pk [Qi/Pk tn] _ [lQJQi/pk l] [Qi/pkL ] 
Once again, in order to avoid a contradiction between Theorem 13 and Lemma 
16, we deduce dP&-'pk [tn] = [3Qltn]Ypk-p[tn]. This determines the formula on the 
algebra generators, hence the proof is finished. O 
In order to prove our lemma, we will need to refer to the Adem relations. The 
Adem relations also take on a simple form in the lower notation. The reindexed 
Adem relations are given by the following proposition: 
Proposition 18. Whenever 1 > m are nonnegative elements of Z congruent to the 
degree of x modulo 2 we have the following relations. 
Q1QmX = (-1)2 ( p - I) Ql-p(t-m)Qtx, 
I>t>m 
t=jIxl (mod 2) 
Ql/3Qmx =
E (~ ~~~ -9-- (tm l-m-1lt )Q 
I>t>m 
t-Ixl (mod 2) 
- z (1)'~~' (~t - m -1 - rni-1 t1)Q() Qt 
>t >m 
t-=jxl (mod 2) 
Proof. The reader may verify that these are literal translations of the relations in 
[2] III.1.1.7 and III.1.1.8. See also [3], in which a similar formula appears which, if 
p is odd, is applicable only when x is of even degree. It is interesting to note that 
the degree of x does not appear in our version of these formulae. O 
Proof of Lemma 16 for elements of homological degree one. In this case we have x 
E QH7Z/p*CS . 
Order the collection of sequences I first by length l(I) and then lexicographically 
from the left ignoring the exponents of f. (Except for the possibility of a leading 
f, if QI is nonzero, the exponents of : can be deduced from the parities of the it.) 
This gives a linear ordering of the standard basis for the elements of any degree in 
QHZ/p*CSn. In any Z/p vector space with an ordered basis we will say that y has 
leading term yo if x = cy0 + y with c nonzero in Z/p, yo a basis element, and y a 
linear combination of basis elements smaller than yo. We will abuse this language 
by declaring the leading term of 0 to be less than any basis element. 
Notice that when I has is > i'+1 for some s applying the Adem relation for 
Qi Qi,?1 or Qi,/3Qi,8+ replaces QI with a linear combination of terms of the form 
Qj with J less than I. 
For each admissible sequence I = (e1, i1 = aI, ... ., et, it = wI) we will define an 
equivalence class f(I) (mod 2p") such that the following statements hold for any 
x E QHZ/p* CSn with leading term QI tn. If i > pli-lwl is an integer with i -f(I) 
(mod 2p") then Qix has leading term QIQi'tn for some i'. (i' is the unique integer 
making iQixI = IQijQjtI.) If i < pli-lwl and i -f(I) then Qix has leading term 
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less than or equal to QiQi/t. If i 0 f(I), Qix has leading term less than Q,Qjt for 
every j. The lemma will follow immediately for the case s = 1. 
Define f(I) by induction on the length of I as follows: If 11 = 0, then x = 
Qjt, = t,. In this case, let f(I) = n. The claimed properties are trivial. If 
11 > 0, let f(I) be the unique equivalence class such that f(I)_ al +,61 (mod 2p) 
and f(I)-cd'-eI +aI = f(62, i2....) (mod 2p",-1). Inspection of the Adem relations p 
shows that for any integer f such that f _ aI+El (mod 2p) and f > al the leading 
term in the expansion QfgEi Q,i is 3El Q,iQ f -ee-e I and for any integer f such 
that f 0 al + 61 (mod 2p) or f < al the leading term in the expansion Qf/3EQa 
is less than ,3E QIQ[f-ce- 
,]+. . Therefore the inductive hypothesis implies that 
f(I) has the stated property. a 
Proof of Lemma 16 for elements of homological degree s > 1. Let C* be the chain 
complex underlying the cyclic bar construction, so Cn = CBn (HZ/p. CSn; Z/p), 
the differential is the alternating sum of the face maps and 
H(C*, d) = TorHZ/p*CSn (Z/p Z/ ) 
Let 
W* = E ([QQIn] I IQItnI is even) 0 F ([QQIn]  IQItnI is odd) c C*. 
Let Z* c W* be defined by the same formula as W* but with the added restriction 
that al > 0 for each I which appears. We have already implicitly used the fact 
that W* is a submodule of cycles in C* whose inclusion yields an isomorphism upon 
passing to homology. W* is visibly a sub-algebra of C*. That it is also closed under 
the action of the Dyer-Lashof algebra is a consequence of the formulae in Corollary 
15. Every term [Qi1l tn I. QiT tn] of any boundary y E W, has alj = 0 for some j. 
Call such a term a term with leading zeros. Now order the standard basis for Cs = 
(HZ/p*CSn)os lexicographically from the left. If x is a nonzero element of Cs with 
leading term [QI1 tn I ... IQIS tn] with alj > 0 for each j, then the proof of Lemma 16 
in the case of elements of homological degree one asserts there are arbitrarily large 
i such that QiQIltn has indecomposable leading term Qi, Qi n. For. such an i, 
Qi+s-1x has [QI1Qi n1QlQI2tn I ... IQlQI8tn] as its greatest term with no leading 
zeros. Hence Qi+s-1x is not a boundary and the theorem is proved. a 
7. PROPERTIES OF THE HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
We have been as restrictive as possible in our definition of topological Hochschild 
homology in order to avoid as many technical difficulties as possible. The definition 
we have given is a specialization of one given in [10]. 
Proof of Theorem 8. The spectral sequence is the homotopy spectral sequence for 
the simplicial HZ/p-module CB. (A; B). Functoriality is clear from this definition. 
statements (2) and (3) follow from the fact [5, VII.6.5,VII.6.8] that when A and B 
are q-cofibrant commutative HZ/p-algebras CB. (A; B) is proper. Statement (4) 
follows because A is pushout in E so term by term multiplication yields a map of 
simplicial spectra CB. (C, D) AHZ/P CB. (C, D) -- CB. (C, D). The identification 
of E2 in statement (5) also follows from [5, VII.6.8] because HZ/p AS CEZSn is 
in the collection of HZ/p-modules 'HZ/p. To deduce the rest of statement (5), let 
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K = (HZ/p As CEZS') and consider the diagram 
HZ/p ' HZ/p ' HZ/p 
>~~ K 
HZ/p - K > K 
I =1 B 
K > K 7 (HZ/pAsC(Y7'*)) 
where iq is induced by the constant map from Sn to the point *. Applying the cyclic 
bar construction at each stage yields a sequence 
(3) CB.(HZ/p; K) -+ CB.(K; K) -* CB.(K; (HZ/p As C(S0))) 
The usual bar construction spectral sequence mentioned in statement (5) is the 
homology spectral sequence for the simplicial space B. (QS') which in turn is the 
homotopy spectral sequence for the simplicial spectrum HZ/p A B.(QS'). (Here 
B. is the usual bar construction.) The weak equivalences HZ/p A YY0QS' ~ 
HZ/pACS' and HZ/p _- (HZ/pAsE?'*) thus induce a level-wise weak equivalence 
between the third term in the sequence (3) and HZ/pAB. (QS'). Hence the spectral 
sequence for the third term in (3) is the usual bar construction spectral sequence. 
The first term in (3) is the constant simplicial spectrum (HZ/pAs C(S0)). The first 
map admits a left inverse by multiplying all the terms together at each level, again 
using the fact that A is a pushout. The cogroup structure then yields a map from 
the center term of (3) to the (termwise) coproduct of the outer terms. This last 
map yields an isomorphism of spectral sequences since it is an isomorphism of E2 
terms. (The fact that it is an isomorphism of E2 terms follows from applying the 
argument just given to the cyclic bar construction CB. (HZ/p* QSf; HZ/p* QS') in 
the category of graded Z/p algebras.) Since the middle term in (3) is the Hochschild 
homology spectral sequence referred to in statement (5) the statement follows. Ol 
Remark 19. On E2 terms, we get a split short exact sequence of Hopf algebras 
HZ/p* QS+ -- HH(HZ/p* QS+; HZ/p* QS+) -) TorH/P* QS+ (Z/ Z/p) 
In general if H is a unital augmented commutative graded Hopf algebra there is a 
split short exact sequence of Hopf algebras 
H - - HH(H; H) -* TorH (Z/p, Z/p). 
However, the splitting map TorH(Z/p, Z/p) - HH(H; H) is not the usual inclusion. 
For example, if Vx = x 0 1 + y 0 y + 1 0 x where x and y are polynomial generators, 
then 0 [x] = [x] 0 1 + y 0 [y] + [y] 0 y + 10 [x]. Therefore the usual inclusion does not 
commute with the coproduct. In our case, HZ/p*QS+ is a primitively generated 
free commutative algebra, so we do get the usual inclusion at E2. 
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